Press Release

“Confluence through poems” to mark 22e Shravan (Baaishe Shravan)

Indira Gandhi Cultural Centre, High Commission of India, Dhaka webcasted “Confluence through poems”, a recitation of poems by Rabindranath Tagore by renowned artists of Bangladesh on the occasion of (Baaishe Shravan) 22e Shravan on 07/08/2020 (Death Anniversary of Gurudev Rabindranath Tagore).

The following eminent recitation artists of Bangladesh took part in the webcast which can be viewed at www.facebook.com/IndiraGandhiCulturalCentre/

i. Bhaswar Banerjee (recitation artist)
ii. Dahlia Ahmed (recitation artist)
iii. Rana Thakur (Translator)
iv. Shahdat Hossain Nipu (recitation artist)
v. Samiul Islam Poluck (recitation artist)

The expression of the artists and the rendering of the poems by the artists were much appreciated in the social media. Bhaswar Banerjee enthralled the audience with his expressive rendering of the Tagore Poems- Moron & Chitto Jetha Bhoysunno(English version :- Where the mind is without fear)while Dahlia Ahmed rendered captivating poems of Tagore like “Proshno, Neerjhorer Shopnobhongo”. Rana Thakur read the English translation of the poems read by Dahlia Ahmed. Poems recited by Shahadat Hossain Nipu and Samiul Islam Poluck also had a captivating effect on the audience. They recited Tagore poems like “Bir Purush, Africa, Nirbhoy and verses from Utsorgo”.

Place:- Dhaka
Date:-…08 August 2020………..